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A ZOOM WITH A

VIEW

Zip lines offer different ways to explore
West Virginia’s forests.
WRITTEN BY MACKENZIE MAYS
WONDERFULWV.COM
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t doesn’t matter if it’s your first time or your
100th time, taking the plunge on a zip line,
stretched high across the treetops, never fails
to get your heart pounding. First, there’s the
anticipation: hiking up the mountain, looking
down on the rivers, valleys, and forests you’ve
already conquered. There’s the drop in your
stomach as you harness in, edge closer to the
cliff, dip your toe into open air, and finally hurl
yourself into the sky. You’ll soar alongside largewinged birds, feel the leaves brush against your
arm and the wind blow through your hair. Maybe it’s a
park you’ve visited before or a mountain you’ve climbed,
but you’ve never seen it like this. And when it’s over and
you’re back to walking on the earth like the rest of us,
you might just miss your flight through the sky and want
to go back for more.
More and more explorers in West Virginia, and
across the country, are willing to take a ride on a zip
line, a basic gravity-powered pulley and cable system, in
order to get a one-of-a-kind aerial experience. Zip-lining
originated in tropical regions and was used as a way to
access remote villages and travel across rough terrain.
The unique system was mostly unheard of in the U.S.
until a decade ago, when tourism experts realized
zip-lining could also be used as a form of entertainment.
West Virginia, with its diverse terrain, was a natural
fit for the adrenaline rush, and zip lines have quickly
multiplied across the state over the past five years,
according to Will Miller, outdoor recreation specialist

for the West Virginia Division of Tourism. “Zip lines
pretty much cover the state now. It’s one of the most
common requests we get from the public,” Miller says.
“It’s become like asking if the hotel you’re staying at has a
pool. ‘Does the resort have a zip line?’”
Each zip line offers a special view of West Virginia’s
impressive natural beauty. “West Virginia’s terrain lends
itself perfectly to the zip-lining experience,” Miller says.
“You could build a zip line that hovers over a cornfield in
Kansas, but it wouldn’t be a real adventure like it is here,
where you’re a part of the trees. Here, you really get that
Tarzan experience.”
Canopy tours can cost between $15 and $100 and
can last hours long. Some let nature do the work and
allow riders to take in the views while they glide from
mountaintop to mountaintop. Others are adding elements
that blur the line between sightseeing and extreme sport.
When it comes to exploring West Virginia, the sky is the
limit—literally.

Adventures on the Gorge

Danny Wickline
fishes the
Second Creek.
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Adventures on the Gorge (AOTG), a resort located on
the New River Gorge’s rim, has long been associated with
white water rafting tours and other outdoor recreation like
mountain biking and rock climbing, but there’s a whole
other adventure happening here—just look up.
AOTG is home to one of the longest-stretching
zip lines on the East Coast, offering a wide variety of
canopy tours for first-timers and adrenaline junkies alike.

TOP: COURTESY OF ACE ADVENTURE RESORT; BOTTOM: COURTESY OF ADVENTURES ON THE GORGE
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The TreeTops tour pops you in and out of the forest
in the heart of the gorge, offering views of everything
from an abandoned strip mine to a rhododendron-filled
wilderness. If you’re looking for even more action, the
Gravity zip line zigzags through open air, up to 200 feet
above the ground and up to 60 miles per hour.
While summer is peak season, most of the zip lines
are open year-round. “You could be up there in the
spring and see everything blooming—baby birds in the
canopies who’ve just hatched,” says resort Marketing
Director PJ Stevenson. “All summer long you see birds
coming through on the tropical migration path. You get
to hear their songs. Fall comes and you get to see the
leaves changing from up there, and then the winter is
just unbelievable.” In any season, you’re sure to discover
something you’ve never seen before. “You could live in
West Virginia your entire life, but it’s totally different
than seeing it from the ground.”

ACE Adventure Resort

Nearby in Minden, another resort is offering up unique
views of the New River Gorge—and setting records
while doing it. ACE Adventure Resort set a Guinness
World Record in 2012 when more than 180 thrillseekers zipped across a 203-foot cable in one hour. The
resort—often referred to by locals as “Wonderland”—
hosts an array of zip lines that include views of Rush
Run Creek and the surrounding canyon. You can race
your friends through the air on a duel-lined course or be
launched into a high-speed tour ominously named Rigor
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Mortis. You can get a bat’s eye view, too. Just strap on a
headlamp and zip through the moonlight. There’s even
a “blind zip line” that forces you to rely on your instincts
as you glide through the air, taking direction from your
guide via walkie-talkie. “It’s extremely adrenalinepumping, but it’s just the right amount,” Marketing
Assistant Brannon Roberts says.

West Virginia University

West Virginia University is one of the only colleges in
the country with an active zip line. The school’s canopy
tour is open to members of the public and allows riders
to soar through the university’s research forest, catching

Taking the plunge
on zip lines like
the ones at ACE
Adventure Resort
in Minden allows
adventurers
to catch a new
glimpse of beloved
landscapes while
flying through the
trees.

TOP: COURTESY OF NROCKS OUTDOOR ADVENTURES; BOTTOM COURTESY OF ACE ADVENTURE RESORT
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Harnesses and
helmets keep
zip-liners safely
strapped in.
Adventurers have a

choice of zip lines
in the state, from
heart-pounding
speeds at ACE
Adventure Resort

to educational
trips at West
Virginia University’s
Chestnut Ridge
Park zip line.

a one-of-a-kind glimpse of picturesque Chestnut Ridge
Park. “Aside from tropical rainforests, this is one of the
most diverse forests in the world, with a wide variety of
tree species, which of course comes with a wide variety
of wildlife,” says Heather Arbogast, a WVU graduate
assistant and zip line tour guide. “Most of the time it’s
easy for people to overcome their fear of zip-lining here
because they realize the views are worth it. Everyone stops
on a platform to take a moment to look around and take
it all in.” The tour is a living classroom, so expect to leave
not just with an adrenaline rush, but with knowledge
about the Mountain State’s indigenous species and, of
course, a bit more about velocity, speed, and force.
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Riding zip
lines such as
TimberZips at
Timberline Four
Seasons Resort
or the Harpers
Ferry Canopy

Tour in Harpers
Ferry gives you
views of West
Virginia’s iconic
areas you may
have never seen
before.

Snowshoe Mountain Resort

While Snowshoe has long been a major
winter sports attraction in the region, now
there’s even more to do during the off-season.
The zip line course is new, but it doesn’t
need much advertisement. People zip right
through the heart of the resort village,
providing entertainment for riders and the
spectators below. “Ski resorts aren’t just ski
resorts anymore,” says Krysty Ronchetti,
spokeswoman for the resort.

Timberline Four Seasons Resort in Davis
is living up to its name, having launched
its first zip line in 2014 as a year-round
attraction. Standing 50 feet tall, the line is
the first in the state to accommodate four
people at a time, allowing visitors to fly
over the Canaan Valley with friends and
take in the experience together. “We’re
the only quad-zip in the region, and that
adds a whole new element,” says Dave
Huber, director of the NROCKS Outdoor
Adventures that runs the course. Sitting a
little ways south, NROCKS also runs North
Fork Valley Canopy Tour, a three-and-a-halfhour canopy tour with views of Spruce Knob,
Judy Rocks, and the North Fork River Valley.

Harpers Ferry Canopy Tour

This zip line, which hovers over the Potomac
River, was one of the first in West Virginia
and continues to evolve. The tour recently
introduced “Superman-style” rides, where
zip-liners lay flat with arms open wide and
plunge headfirst into the air for an exhilarating
journey. Alexis Knott, of River Riders, has
zip-lined in places like Costa Rica and says
West Virginia’s courses can compete with the
best in the world. “This isn’t just a quick zip
from here to there. It’s a whole experience,”
she says.
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TimberZips and North Fork
Valley Canopy Tour

